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About This Game

Finally - a light-weight forestry simulation that doesn’t need hours of tutorials to learn the basics. Easy to learn, hard to master is
the key. Jump into your sophisticated machinery, get work done and enjoy the career mode – this is all about skills and

dexterity. A beautiful world awaits you when you turn trees into logs and transport them across the map. But beware – your
machines can break down, and you will have to take care of the replacements.

Features

Different forestry machines and their functions accurately simulated

Varying tasks and missions to accomplish

Career mode includes replacement of broken machinery
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Title: Timber! The Logging Experts
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Stonehill Games
Publisher:
UniqueGames
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10 (x86)

Processor: Intel Core2Duo / AMD X2, min. 2.2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GT 240 / AMD Radeon HD 5570, min. 1GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 650 MB available space

English,German
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If you played MH4\/MH4U\/MHGen\/MHGU or just think the Handler looks ugly as hell, buying this will help you and the
developers. Don't forget to download this mod if you happen to pick it up: 
https:\/\/www.nexusmods.com\/monsterhunterworld\/mods\/400. Another rpg maker game but this one has a decent story telling
script to it.

i would say 4.5 \/ 5. Two thumbs up... because I only have two thumbs
Awesome just to listen to the music from this game! Very peaceful & relaxing.. this game it has nobody online. play governor of
poker.. This game is highly enjoyable so far. If you enjoy games like Myst, this will be up your alley. You'll need to get
analogue for some of the puzzles, so fetch a pen and paper, and pay attention to your surroundings for hidden clues. The
atmosphere really sets the mood and setting is beautiful.. The developer in the store page says it has trading cards, but don't have
any. I want my 10 cents back :c. If you like the Crooked Man, you´ll definitely love this one too. Has a great storyline, a few
good scares, original puzzles, and a huuuuge map. 9/10, absolutely worth paying for.. Pro: A fairy long and good story. Great
varity in puzzels.
Con: I mis spoken dialog. When using "Hint" some sparkels showed up at wrong places.. This game is plagued with bugs and
gliches that results in crashes every so often. Apart from that, the concept of the game is awesome. I love how the devs
combined RTS with arcade style battles.

Would definitely give it a positive rating if not for the crashes that made this game unplayable.. Good game BUT when ever I
play it it will not let me out of level 1 after the boss is dead if it lets me get that far. the developers need to fix this game to make
it better.
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Randy can go right ahead and make this one an Epic store exclusive.. A real gem of a game. The whole atmosphere is
mesmerising, everything looks so vibrant and alive. The animations are awesome and the character art is great. The soundtrack
is an absolute banger, and without a doubt probably one of my personal favourites. It really captures that neon cyberpunk
aesthetic perfectly. And the combat? The most crucial element? It knocked it right out of the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
park. The ball is on the moon now. It's razor sharp and makes you feel like a badass. My only criticism would be that the
random nature of the enemies' spawns will cause some \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t combo drops and
deaths, but the game can become so brutally difficult and frantic that you won't even know if what killed you was fair or not.

All in all, a real indie gem. Even at full price, it's a steal and can keep you busy with it's high replayability and cocaine-level
addiction for hundreds of attempts.

9.5\/10. Endless is so addictive ! Thank you !. Bad FPS, bad flight controls. It could have been a nice game but it needed more
work.. I really like it! It's very fun in splitscreen with friends, but also in single player!. Great game. Amazing graphics, amazing
story, innovative gameplay, unlike anything I've ever seen. 10/10 would play again.
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